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scholars will value it fbr that. General readers looking fbr a David McCuUough-esque
narrative will not fmd it here, however, and
may want to turn to David Pietrusza's 1948:

read this fbr the sake of completeness. Others would be well advised to skip it in favor
of Woodham-Smith's work or Christine

Kinealy's A Death-Dealing Famine.—Hanna
Harry Truman's Improbable Victory and the Year Clutterbuck, Harvard Univ. Medical Sch. Lib., Boston
that Transformed America.—Robert Nardini, Niagara Falls, NY
Cooper, John. The Queen's Agent:
Sir Francis Walsingham and the Rise
Cardini, Franco. The Companion to
of Espionage in Elizabethan England.
Medieval Society. McGill-Queens Univ.
Pegasus. Feb. 2013.448p. illus. notes, index.
Dec. 2012.288p. tr. from Italian by
ISBN 9781605984100. $27.95. HIST
Corrado Federici. illus. maps, bibliog. index.
Devoted secretary. Machiavellian spymasISBN 9780773541030. $49.95. HIST
ter famously reserved in dress and manner:

The biggest question to ask about Cardini's
(Medieval history, Univ. of Florence, Italy)
summary of European history from the
fourth century to the 15th is: who is its audience? It will please neither the neophyte nor
the scholar. Sumptuous illustrations complement the text, but that text is too dense in
spots and cursory in others for the reader
to gain much insight. A chapter on women
in the Middle Ages, for example, devolves
into anecdote; the careers of Matilda of
Canossa, Hildegard of Bingen, and Eleanor
of Aquitaine tell us little about the status of
average women in the Middle Ages. The
discussion of the evolution of monarchies
in eastern and northern Europe, and of relations between the West and Byzantium,
are at once overcomplicated and superficial.
Too many of the books listed in the selected
further reading list are in Italian; they should
have been replaced or supplemented with
English-language studies in this English
translation. Moreover, many of the authors
discussed in the text are not even noted in
the bibliography. VERDICT A disappointing
book v/ith stunning illustrations but an ane-

Sir Francis Walsingham has left us with
an impression of a sinister and mysterious
figure. Touching on the major events of
Walsingham's early life and following the
full course of his career. Cooper (history,
Univ. of York, UK; Propaganda and the Tudor State) sets the statesman's tireless efforts
to protect Queen Elizabeth I and England
in relation to Walsingham's own fervent
Protestantism, spurred by his witness of the
slaughter of thousands of Calvinist Protestants in the St. Bartholomew's Day Massacre in Paris. His determination to protect
queen and country led him to develop his
extensive network of espionage contacts—
and eventually drove him to work himself
to death in Elizabeth's service. Tellingly,
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Coogan (former editor, Irish Press; The LLIA)
is known for his colorfol, anecdotal histories
with a strong bias in favor of the Irish and
against the English. His previous work has
found a place in the canon by presenting
original narratives from event participants
connected to the IRA or to the Irish political scene, but here, he reproduces the same
famine history told dozens of times since
the mid-19th century. The book is a rehash
of work done by other historians, such as
Cecil Woodham-Smith {Tlie Creat Hunger)
as well as his own previous work {Wlierever
Creen Ls Worn). He adds in his own family stories and observations of the current
Irish situation to make the book seem fresh
and relevant. VERDICT Readers who enjoyed
Coogan's earlier, better work or those with a
particular interest in the famine may wish to
WWW.LIBRARYJ0URNAL.COM REVIEWS, NEWS, AND MORE

Derek Wilson's Sir Francis Walsingham, is an

excellent treatment of Walsingham's work
and methods and a clear evocation of the
intrigue that seethed in Elizabeth's reign.
Those with previous studies of Walsingham
should consider this optional.—Kathleen McCallister, Univ. of South Carolina Libs., Columbia
Fulbrook, Mary. A Small Town Near Auschwitz:
Ordinary Nazis and the Holocaust. Oxford
Univ. 2012.464p. illus. maps, notes, index.
ISBN 9780199603305. $34.95. HIST

Udo Klausa was a Landrat—a Nazi administrator—for the Polish town of Bedzin
during the German occupation of World
War 11. While he was not responsible for
shaping Nazi policy in the occupied East,
he was one of the vital cogs in its iniplementation. Central to Fulbrook's (German
history. University Coll. London; A Concise
History of Cermany) analysis is the question
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mic text.—David Keymer, Modesto, CA
Coogan, Tim Pat. The Famine Plot: England's
Role in Ireland's Greatest Tragedy. Palgrave
Macmillan. 2012.288p. photogs. notes.
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Cooper mentions Walsingham's less pleasant tactics such as torture and entrapment
but rarely judges them, letting them stand
within their own context. VERDICT Though
Cooper seeks to draw out his subject's personal side, Walsingham remains somewhat
enigmatic. However, Cooper's book, more
scholarly than Stephen Budiansky's Her Majesty's Spymaster and more evenhanded than
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